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Materiality 4

The Group sees maintaining sound business practices while respecting the human rights of local residents, customers, 

employees, business partners and all others involved in the supply chain as a major premise for our continued operation.

Based on this belief, we aim to conduct our business with due consideration for human rights, using opportunities like 

explanatory meetings and interviews, and to create a corporate climate where human rights are respected.

Main Initiatives in Fiscal 2019

Materiality

Respect Human Rights

■�Approach to Human Rights

JX Nippon Mining & Metals Group  

Basic Procurement Policy (excerpt)

Human Rights 
Education and Internal 

Awareness Raising

Consideration of Human Rights in 
Supply Chains

Fiscal 2020 KPIs

〇 Percentage of employees taking human rights training
[fiscal 2020: 100%]

〇 Conduct survey of human rights in supply chains

JX Nippon Mining & Metals Group Code of Conduct 

(excerpt)

8. International business operations

In international business operations, we aim to contribute to sustainable 
development by protecting the fundamental human rights of people in 
countries and areas where we operate, and by respecting their cultures and 
customs.

JX Nippon Mining & Metals Group Compliance 

Regulation (excerpt)

Prohibition of unjust discrimination

JX Nippon Mining & Metals Group companies and their officers and 
employees shall not discriminate in their business operations relating but not 
limited to hiring, salary, working hours, work conditions, and business terms 
due to reasons that include but are not limited to race, nationality, sex, age, 
religious belief, social status, or physical characteristics.

Prevention of harassment

JX Nippon Mining & Metals Group companies and their officers and 
employees shall work proactively to prevent sexual harassment (including 
gender harassment) and power harassment.

Protection of personal information

JX Nippon Mining & Metals Group companies and their officers and 
employees shall comply with personal information protection laws, 
regulations, and internal rules, adequately protect the personal information 
of parties including but not limited to customers, business partners, and 
employees, and in situations where personal information needs to be 
managed for business purposes, manage it with the utmost care.

Prevention of child labor and forced labor

JX Nippon Mining & Metals Group companies and their officers and 
employees shall not be involved with child labor or forced labor and shall 
work to help solve these issues.

4. Follow the below principles regarding conflict minerals.

・Do not engage in raw materials procurement that contributes to illegal 

activities in conflict-affected regions or to human rights violations 
resulting from such activities.

・Respect the guidance of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation 

and Development related to raw materials procurement from conflict-
affected areas, and control supply chains in an appropriate manner.
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Materiality / Respect Human Rights

The Company provides and makes known guidelines on human rights 

including prevention of discrimination, harassment, forced labor, and 

child labor. We also create opportunities for periodic training to ensure 

human rights awareness becomes permanent.

　We provided training to all Group employees in fiscal 2019. It was 

titled after the theme for that year: “Human Rights and the SDGs.” 

We chose this theme to raise employee awareness of human rights 

and increase understanding of the SDGs, since we had written SDG 

initiatives into JX Nippon Mining & Metals Group Long-Term Vision 

2040. Starting with the belief that respect for human rights is the 

cornerstone of the SDGs, the training was the perfect opportunity for 

Group employees to re-examine what they could do as individuals.  

We will continue to do business globally in ways that consider and 

promote understanding of human rights.

Development and operation of mines can have a particularly significant 

impact on the surrounding environment. It is therefore essential to 

pay due consideration to the human rights of local residents and 

implement measures to ensure coexistence and co-prosperity with 

local communities.

　Today, SCM Minera Lumina Copper Chile, the operator of the 

Caserones Copper Mine, applies a basic three-point policy for 

supporting local communities: respect for the lifestyles of local people, 

protection of the community and environment, and respect for current 

law. In keeping with this policy, from the project launch in 2007, the 

operator began holding explanatory meetings and engaging in dialog 

with the Collas, indigenous people living in the area around the mine 

site, endeavoring to building trust. As in earlier years, we found no 

violations of the rights of local people in fiscal 2019.

In the conduct of the JX Nippon Mining & Metals Group’s global 

business operations, it is necessary for not only the Group but also 

our business partners’ supply chains to fulfill their responsibility to 

society. We perform checks on suppliers and other business partners 

in accordance with the Basic Procurement Policy. Among the matters 

confirmed are respect for human rights and ensuring workers’ rights, 

the absence of discrimination in hiring and work, the elimination of 

forced labor and child labor, and compliance with the prohibition 

against purchasing conflict minerals.

　In addition, the Group began sending out CSR procurement 

questionnaires in fiscal 2019. The purpose is to ensure that entire 

supply chains are fulfilling their social responsibility by respecting 

human rights, ensuring occupational safety and health, practicing 

compliance, protecting the environment, and more. We sent 

questionnaires to 219 business partners and got responses from 218, 

for a response rate of 99.5%. We are giving feedback to our business 

partners based on the survey results as we ramp up CSR activities 

throughout our supply chains.

“Conflict minerals” is the general term for minerals that are mined 

(illegally, in most cases) in conflict-affected regions, providing a source 

of funds for local armed groups. The use of these minerals may lead 

to increasing human rights abuses and inhumane acts. Global moves 

to restrict trade of conflict minerals began to grow in the late 1990s.

　In 2011, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development established the Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible 

Supply Chains of Minerals from Conflict-Affected and High-Risk Areas, 

advising corporations and others to manage their own operations 

so as to avoid involvement in the trade of conflict minerals. In the 

United States, from 2013 the Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and 

Consumer Protection Act obligated companies listed on the U.S. 

stock exchanges to submit reports on their usage of specific conflict 

minerals (tin, tantalum, tungsten, and gold) to the Securities and 

Exchange Commission. The aim of such measures is to stop companies 

from using conflict minerals through information disclosure and social 

pressure.

　In line with these global trends, industry organizations relevant 

to the Group (including the LBMA*1 and RBA*2) have established 

monitoring programs for eliminating conflict minerals. These programs 

request that companies cooperate with surveys and undergo external 

audits by an independent organization.

*1 LBMA: London Bullion Market Association.
An industry association composed of financial institutions and others that deal in gold and 
silver ingot. Inclusion on this association’s Good Delivery List is viewed as a guarantee of 
high quality and reliability.

*2 RBA: Responsible Business Alliance.
An alliance of companies formed with the aim of ensuring responsible conduct in the 
electronics industry supply chain.

Human Rights Education

Initiatives Relating to Local Residents Stronger Supply Chain CSR Management

Confronting the Problem of 
Conflict Minerals

Slides from “Human Rights and 
the SDGs” (sample)

■ Initiatives in the Gold and Silver Supply Chains

JX Metal Smelting Co., Ltd. as a producer of gold ingots, and 

JX Nippon Mining & Metals as a producer of silver ingots, have 

established and operate a management system for supply chain due 

diligence that calls for actions including the following to be taken.

　Implementation of supply chain due diligence is audited by an 

independent organization specified by the LBMA, and the results 

are reported to the LBMA. As a result of following these procedures, 

the gold ingots produced at Saganoseki Smelter & Refinery of JX 

Metal Smelting and the silver ingots produced at the Company’s 

Hitachi Works are both included on the LBMA’s Good Delivery List. 

At the same time, they have been included on the RMAP Conformant 

Smelters list compiled by the RBA and GeSI*—recognition that they 

are taking proper measures to exclude conflict minerals.

* GeSI: Global e-Sustainability Initiative (a trade association of the information and 
communications technology industry in Europe)
The RBA and GeSI together created the Responsible Minerals Assurance Process (RMAP) 
certification program for the electronic and communications equipment industries, where the 
risk of conflict mineral use is especially high.

■ Initiatives in the Tantalum Supply Chain

TANIOBIS GmbH, a producer of tantalum powder, implements a strict 

program of purchasing checks based on international standards for 

procuring raw materials from conflict-affected and high-risk areas. For 

example, it purchases materials with tags that the ITSCI* distributes 

and tracks to guarantee non-involvement in conflicts, child labor, 

or other human rights violations within conflict-affected areas. It 

also performs supply chain due diligence to confirm the tags. As a 

result of these initiatives, TANIOBIS has been included on the RMAP 

Conformant Smelters list in recognition that the company is taking 

proper measures to exclude conflict minerals.

　In June 2019, moreover, TANIOBIS began using a supply chain due 

diligence system similar to the ITSCI, by means of the Better Sourcing 

Program (BSP) made available by the RCS Global Group, a global 

responsible sourcing auditor for the raw materials supply chain.

* ITSCI: ITRI Tin Supply Chain Initiative. 
An initiative by the International Tin Research Institute (ITRI), a global industry group for tin. 
Based on OECD Due Diligence Guidance, it works to enable due diligence from mines to 
smelters, and to encourage procurement from mines in conflict-affected areas that is free of 

involvement with local armed groups.

1. Perform supply chain due diligence before purchasing mineral raw 

materials (confirming the place of origin of the materials, assessing 

risks, confirming materials after delivery, confirming distribution route, 

preserving relevant documents, etc.).

2. Notify suppliers of the policy on exclusion of conflict minerals.

3. Conduct in-house education on supply chain due diligence and its 

background.

4. Conduct internal audits and undergoing external audits.

Policy for Selecting Procurement Partners

1. Comply with laws, regulations, and social norms, such as those below, 
and place priority on human rights and environmental impact.

・ Obey laws and regulations related to manufacturing and sales, etc.

・ Comply with labor-related laws and regulations

・ Abide by laws and regulations related to safety and health and 

develop a proper labor environment

・ Prohibit child labor and forced labor

・ Prohibit discrimination based on race, gender, etc. and respect the 

human rights, personality, and individuality of employees

・ Comply with environmental laws and regulations

・ Prohibit bribery and other unfair conduct

・ Do not engage in conflict minerals procurement or use that 

contributes to inhumane acts

・ Preclude all relations with “antisocial forces” (the term used to refer 

to organized crime groups in Japan)

2. Engage in sound and fair business management.

3. Based on the JX Nippon Mining & Metals Group’s Green Purchasing 
Guideline, build environmental management systems and properly 
manage specified chemical substances.

4. Offer stable supply capacity and satisfy the quality, price, delivery, and 
service requirements of the JX Nippon Mining & Metals Group.

5.  Possess technological capabilities that meet the requirements of the 
JX Nippon Mining & Metals Group.Collective time spent in human rights e-learning 

(fiscal 2019)

1,552 hours
*Number of trainees × course time




